FLHS FOOTBALL POSTER PROJECT

While the title for this assignment is Football Poster, it is really a
school spirit project. I am provided some photos to use for a
football poster but if you want to do a poster for a different school
team, or activity you may do so provided you take your own
photos.
The requirements for your finished work (regardless of theme) are
as follows:
1. The finished project is to be a 16x20 inch (or 20x16) poster.
When you open a PS New document use can set the size in the
popup window that appears. Be use you set the dimensions to
INCHES and not pixels.
2. Since the poster is to celebrate Fort Lauderdale the school name
should be a dominate feature of the poster. Additionally the poster

should use the colors Blue, White and Black as these represent
school colors. Generally speaking the best posters include a
“Splash” bar that includes the school name. You may use
nicknames (Flying Ls) as part of the poster.
3. While the poster must have text on it you should not produce
paragraphs of text. Remember this is a poster and should be “eye
catching” and clearly get its message across even from a distance.
4. You will have to produce some kind of background upon which
to set the poster. You may not steal a background from the web
but will have to produce your own. I am including a url to a
website that has tutorials to guide you in making some
backgrounds. But you do not have to use these. Keep your
backgrounds simple so as not to detract from your main subject.
www.hongkiat.com/blog/40-cool-abstract-and-backgroundphotoshop-tutorials
If you like some of the patterns that are not blue and white, just
change the colors as you make the background. You may use a
solid blue, black or white if it enhances your finished work.
5. There is no maximum or minimum number of photos that must
appear on the finished poster---the determining factor is the
IMPACT the finished work has. Extracts (or partial extracts) tend
to work the best.
If you are looking for ideas the url below will take you to slide
show of the top rated posters for this year.
http://bleacherreport.com/articles/1741826-college-footballrankings-the-top-50-by-team-schedule-posters

6. You may use any font you wish but remember the poster will be
viewed from a distance so fine, lacy fonts are usually not the best
choices.
This project is about you being creative and designing something
that will attract attention. It is to be YOUR vision so have fun.

